Abstract-SolidWorks was used to create a three dimensional mechanical model of portable optical fiber SPR food detector. The total deformation and stress figures of the optical fiber SPR detector were analyzed by using SimulationXpress subjected to finite element analysis. In order to achieve the device's portability and stability, the framework of detector was optimized. The thicknesses of base plate, partition and safety coefficient were the variables for optimization. Benefitted from the compromise of design variables, the mass of device was reduced to be more reasonable while the mechanical quality of the detector had been maintained.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recently years, optical fiber surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has attracted great interests due to its many applications ranging from environmental monitoring to analysis of biomaterials. Compared to the prism-based SPR sensor, the fiber-based SPR sensor has many advantages, such as simple in construction, cost efficiency and feasibility in remote sensing application. The usefulness of SPR in sensing device is due to its high sensitivity, precision and selectivity. Illnesses caused by pathogens and toxic food have serious impacts on the consumers' healthy. Therefore, it is necessary to inspect the food substances in the food production chain, from food producers, food processors to distributors and retailers. The portable optical fiber SPR detector takes advantages of fiber and sensitive SPR technology to meet the urgent demand of online inspection of food substances [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The portable optical fiber SPR detector is able to distinguish the categories of food substance. Then its launch could be used to minimize the negative effect of food contamination on the consumer's healthy and economic development. However, the mechanical vibration is a major factor to affect the quality of detected signal from the point of mechanical view. In order to obtain high quality signal with minimized mechanical vibration noise, SolidWorks 10.0 was used to design and analysis of portable optical fiber SPR detector's mechanical framework. The mechanical analysis and verification of the structure was implemented by SimulationXpress module of SolidWorks. An optimized framework was introduced to achieve the reliability and stability of portable optical fiber SPR detector.
II. ESTABLISHMENT OF OPTICAL FIBER SPR FOOD
DETECTOR MODEL Due to the rapid development of computer technology, finite element analysis algorithm is a powerful tool in the field of numerical simulation and mechanical analysis to design an equipment in order to improve design efficiency and save cost. SolidWorks makes use of finite element analysis method to design mechanical framework automatically.
In the modeling process of portable optical fiber SPR detector, bottom-up method was used to sketch the basic structure of various detectors' modules according to their shape and size, and assist stretching boss/matrix, rotating boss/matrix, stretching resection to create a solid model of the detector. It should maintain the independence of physical characteristics and ignore the characteristics such as screw thread, sharp corners and round, which had little effect on the model structure. More attention was paid to check every component in the structure to ensure there is no interference between each component. Portable optical fiber SPR food detector was composed of an optical fiber spectrometer, a halogen light source, a Y-shape coupled fiber and the SPR fiber sensor deposited with thin gold film. The dimension of portable optical fiber SPR food detector was 320mm (Length) ×300mm (Width) ×260mm (Height). The thickness of base plate and partition were 4 mm and 3 mm respectively. The three dimensional solid model of the detector is shown in Fig.1 . 
III. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
The method of finite element analysis simulates mechanical status of equipment and calculates its corresponding mechanical response. The typical analysis process follow these steps: establishing three dimensional models, solving with loads and constraint, and analyzing computing results [9] [10] [11] [12] . Its analysis flow chart is shown in the Fig.2 . The gridding, applying loads and constraints were important steps to guarantee the computing accuracy and solving precision. The analysis of computing results was a validation and assessment step for analytical processing. 
A. Finite Element Gridding
The finite element gridding is a crucial step for the numerical simulation analysis, which directly affected the accuracy of subsequent numerical calculation results [13] [14] [15] . By increasing the number of chamfer, rounding, holes and surfaces, this model became more complex, which resulted in the difficulty of gridding and analysis of convergence. Therefore, the structure of detector was simplified to smoothly grid.
The size and shape of grids, as the main parameters of gridding, had a major impact on the calculation results. If gridding was too fine, more computer resource was needed to get good modeling at the expense of long time for calculation and the difficult connection of gridding between complex structures of different grids. Therefore, a trade-off between grid size and computer capability was necessary. The computer used in this modeling has four 2.83 GHz CPUs and 3.4 GB memory. The automatic grid method could improve the efficiency of calculation. The total number of units by using automatic grid method in the modeling was 22929 and the total nodes number was 49516 after gridding. The gridding result of detector entity is shown in Fig.3 . 
B. Loads and Constraints
The loads and constraints fitted with the reality of engineering exercise had a direct impact on the accuracy and rationality of the analysis. In practical work, the maximum load and the maximum amplitude conditions were used to analyze the most adverse conditions. The shell material was set to be aluminum alloy. The supported seat material was set to be rubber. Solving parameters are showed in Table 1 . Constraints of 4 supported seats on the bottom plate were fixed constraint, the vertical downward force applied on bottom plate, applied pressure on the base plate and partition respectively. The stress cloud chart and displacement cloud chart of this computing are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . The deformation ratio in the two figures was 1272. Figure 4 shows the maximum stress of the detector applied on the base plate and conformed to the reality. The maximum stress value was 1.178 MPa. Compared to the yield strength, the minimum safety coefficient is n = 27.57/1.178 = 23.404. Figure 5 shows that the maximum displacement of 0.025 mm was extremely small. A large margin existed in the safety coefficient and displacement, which is waste in the design. It is necessary to optimize this framework in the strength and stiffness of the structure by reducing the structure mass and saving materials under the premise of safety and reliance.
IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF PORTABLE OPTICAL FIBER SPR FOOD DETECTOR
The simulation integrated optimization module SimulationXpress was used to optimize the structure. The design principle was to reduce the mass of detector as much as possible under the premise of strong strength, rigidity and stability. The bottom plate and partition had large stress and deformation parameters to modify in order to implement this optimization. The overall dimensional parameter of the detector was maintained in order to avoid significant change in the system's structure.
The optimized thickness of the base plate(x1) and the partition(x2) were set to be 2.5 mm and the optimized safety coefficient was set to be 10.0 respectively. It should be noted that default optimization range in the module SimulationXpress might cause error due to model geometric conditions. As a result, optimal value was obtained after 20 times of simulation. The data related to this optimization is shown in Table 2 . The strength and rigidity of optimized model was re-finite element analysis and its strength and rigidity were improved. Its mass was decreased from 4.298 kg to 3.916 kg, which indicated that the optimization process could reduce the structural mass and save materials.
V. CONCLUSION
SolidWorks was used to establish three-dimension model of the portable optical fiber SPR food detector. Simplification and optimization of this model was implemented by using SimulationXpress tools where the applied loads and constraints on this device were considered. The structure of detector was optimized in accordance with the requirements of stabilizing its framework. The reduction of its mass and improvement of safety coefficient were achieved by optimized the device' structure to maintain its stability and portability. 
TABLE2. DATA BEFORE AND AFTER OPTIMIZATION
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